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Congratulations on purchasing your new VisionLINE outdoor firepit. Before lighting, please take the 

time to read these instructions to ensure correct operation and maintenance.   

* These instructions to be used as guidance, please check with your local council in regards to open 

air burning solid fuel appliances  

* Never use this product on a day of Total Fire Ban 

* Only use product outdoors  

* Unauthorized modification of the appliance will void warranty and is a fire risk  

Lighting & Operation Instructions 

Setting up  

1. Choose the location for your firepit, making sure you take note of the surroundings such as, 

but not limited to; Overhanging trees, structures or power lines. Go to your local fire 

authority’s website to view local regulations on clearances required from structures  

2. Situate the fire pit on a non-combustible surface – the underside of the fire pit can reach 

temperatures above 150oC  

3. Access to a fire extinguisher or water supply nearby is advised   

Lighting the fire 

1. Using dry kindling in a criss cross pattern, light one or two fire lighters under, do not use 

petrol or any liquid accelerant to start the fire as this is extremely dangerous and can 

damage the firepit. 

2. Once the kindling fire is established, add one to two pieces of hardwood  

3. Keep adding wood as desired ensuring the fuel is kept below the secondary air holes located 

below the fires top lip. This ensures minimal smoke  

Extinguishing the fire  

1. Allow the fire to burn down as much as possible to the point of no flames before using the 

lid to cover fire.  

2. It is not recommended to use water to extinguish the fire  

Cleaning and maintenance 

Your VisionLINE fire pit is a ultra-efficient burner. If you are using relatively dry wood, there will be 

very little ash left in the fire pit after use. If you wish to empty the ashes, turn the fireplace upside 

down and empty – you can use an ash vac if required. 

The outside of the fire pit can be cleaned with a damp rag if required.  

As the product is made from stainless steel, it will naturally tarnish over time and “bronze” with 

the heat of the fire – this is normal    

Storage when not in use 

Although the fire pit is constructed from 304 stainless steel, it is recommended not to leave the 

product in the elements when not in use. 
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